A database search can potentially identify the function of a previously uncharacterized biological sequence and raise its importance as a possible drug target or research candidate. As a result, sequence alignment algorithms are among the most important annotation tools available. The sensitivity of a search algorithm, however, can have a crucial effect on the quality of the annotation; different algorithms will find (and miss) different potential homologues under different circumstances.
Introduction
A database search can potentially identify the function of a previously uncharacterized biological sequence and raise its importance as a possible drug target or research candidate. As a result, sequence alignment algorithms are among the most important annotation tools available. The sensitivity of a search algorithm, however, can have a crucial effect on the quality of the annotation; different algorithms will find (and miss) different potential homologues under different circumstances.
A special case of sequence alignment algorithms are those that compare nucleic acid sequences to protein sequences; such algorithms will be referred to as frame algorithms. A frame algorithm aligns the nucleic acid sequence to the protein sequence after translating the former using the genetic code, possibly taking account of insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
Frame algorithms are particularly useful for annotating Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs). ESTs are fragments of messenger RNA which are typically sequenced in a singlepass, possibly low-quality, manner (Adams et al., 1993) . * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Huge databases of ESTs exist (Boguski et al., 1993) . Comparing ESTs to high-quality protein databases such as SwissProt (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1994 ) is one of the most promising approaches for discovering novel genes, although this is a non-trivial process (Altschul et al., 1994; Burke et al., 1998) .
The first frame algorithm developed was Translated Search (Peltola et al., 1986) . This program uses the approach known as six-frame translation, and is based directly on the Smith-Waterman algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981) . In recent years, heuristic database search packages have incorporated frame algorithms as well. Well-known heuristic algorithms include BlastX (Altschul et al., 1990) and FastX . Other related directions of research include Hein (1994) , Birney et al. (1996) and Pederson et al. (1998) .
Early frame algorithms were not very tolerant of errors, especially frame-shift errors (insertions and deletions of DNA bases). More recent frame algorithms, such as FrameSearch (Edelman et al., 1995) , FastY , LAP (Huang and Zhang, 1996) , and Grail (Guan and Uberbacher, 1996) , explicitly model transitions between frames in order to recognize and handle frameshift errors. Some of these algorithms also model introns and other biological phenomena. Generalizing FramePlus to accommodate introns in a similar way is straightforward. Introns are not a major problem for EST annotation, so such extensions are not considered in the present work. This paper introduces a new frame algorithm called FramePlus. FramePlus is an extension of FrameSearch in which differences resulting from sequencing errors are modeled separately from differences resulting from evolution. Modeling these different biological phenomena separately should improve the sensitivity of database searches.
In the present work, this conjecture is tested using an adaptation of the method of Brenner et al. (1998) . The method compares the sensitivity of search algorithms using the SCOP database of structurally classified proteins (Murzin et al., 1995) . This provides a general framework for benchmarking, which was used to compare FramePlus and several other frame algorithms.
The results suggest that under realistic conditions, FramePlus is significantly more sensitive than all the c Oxford University Press 2000 other tested algorithms. In cases of low sequence identity, FramePlus finds as many as 13% more true positives than any other tested algorithm.
The tradeoff is speed; on a general purpose computer, FramePlus is much slower than heuristic algorithms such as BlastX and TFastY. When compared to other dynamicprogramming frame algorithms, FramePlus takes 50% longer than FrameSearch and twice as long as Translated Search. However, on special purpose hardware, dynamic programming algorithms can be accelerated by up to 3 orders of magnitude, which makes their performance competitive with heuristic algorithms run in software. FramePlus and FrameSearch have been implemented this way.
Materials and methods
This section begins with a description of the model that allows FramePlus to achieve such sensitive database search results. This is followed by an explanation of the testing procedure, including search parameters, the test dataset, and benchmarking criteria. Figure 1 shows the FramePlus model for comparing sequences. The model includes four states and 13 transitions, with actions occurring on the transitions. Each transition is labeled by a pair of numbers; the first is the number of nucleotides emitted by the transition, the second is the corresponding number for amino acids. Each transition yields a score, possibly negative, that results from the alignment or indel added by the transition. Every alignment between a DNA and a protein sequence corresponds to a path through the model. The score of the alignment is the sum of the scores of the transitions along the alignment's path.
The model
The most extensively used transition is the one from Match to Match. It emits three DNA bases and one amino acid and adds to the score a contribution based on the compatibility of the codon and the amino acid. A deletion of a DNA base is modeled by moving from Match to Delete and then back using the transition labeled (2, 1). Similarly, an insertion of a DNA base is modeled by moving from Match to Insert and back.
The Insert-3 state is the key difference between the FramePlus and FrameSearch models. This state models insertions of codons in the DNA sequence, rather than insertions of individual nucleotides. These are two different phenomena, the former caused by evolution, the latter caused by sequencing errors. Adding this state allows the different kinds of insertions to be scored differently. For example, one might penalize an insertion of three bases less severely than an insertion of two bases, since the first phenomenon may be explained as a single evolutionary event, but the second must have been caused by two events (either two nucleotide insertions or a codon insertion and a nucleotide deletion).
Parameters
Transition scores are supplied as parameters. A transition out of the Match state represents alignment of a codon and an amino acid. These scores can be positive or negative, depending on the specific nucleotides and amino acid; the BLOSUM62 matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992 ) is used by default.
All other transitions contribute negative scores that are independent of the data. Opening a gap is typically more expensive than extending it. The default gap open parameter for transitions out of the Insert-3 and Delete states is 10.0. For transitions out of the Insert state the default is 7.0. The default gap extension parameter for transitions out of the Insert-3 and Delete states is 0.5 and for transitions out of the Insert state it is 6.0.
In these tests, all algorithms were run with their default parameters. E-values were used as scores, except that Pvalues were used for BlastX.
The SCOP database
The more realistic model used by FramePlus should, at least in theory, make it a more sensitive search tool than FrameSearch. In order to see if practice follows theory, the ability of FramePlus and several other frame algorithms to identify distant homologs was tested.
The protein domains in SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) are arranged hierarchically according to information about their structure and function. Each domain is annotated with information about its class, fold, super-family and family. For purposes of the testing performed in this work, two proteins are considered homologous if their annotation is identical in all four fields. [Testing using just the first three fields, i.e. using super-family instead of family, yields results that are remarkably similar (data not shown).]
The dataset used for testing is a subset of SCOP containing only domains which are not closely related to each other; no two sequences have a significant alignment with more than 40% identity. This dataset can be found at http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/pdbd/ pdb40d 1.37. The limited similarity amplified the need for sensitivity in the alignment algorithms.
Finding the genes
The testing consisted of comparing each member of a protein dataset against a DNA database. The following procedure was used to create the two datasets with known relationships between the proteins and the genes.
• Use the SCOP domains to search SwissProt and find at most a single protein for each domain. • Use the SwissProt annotation to identify the name of the gene associated with each protein.
• Extract genes from GenBank by name.
• Align each domain with its corresponding gene using BlastX. (BlastX was used instead of alignment software developed at Compugen to avoid possibly biasing the results because of code shared with FramePlus.)
• Remove domain/gene pairs in which the aligned region contains fewer than 50 amino acids or less than 95% identity.
• Create datasets of the aligned regions of nucleotides and amino acids.
This procedure generated 757 domain/gene pairs, with an average domain length of 190 amino acid residues. The alignments exhibited 100% identity in most cases. Among all possible pairs of proteins, 902 pairs contained two proteins from the same family according the SCOP classification. The largest family of homologous proteins in this set included eight proteins.
Error simulation
In order to make the tests more realistic, errors were introduced into the DNA sequences to simulate sequencing errors. The DNA fragments were modified by introducing independent insertions, deletions and misreads. One test used realistic error rate estimates of 0.45% mismatches, 0.63% insertions, and 0.24% deletions. (These estimates are based on unpublished data from clustering and assembly of ESTs in the Compugen LEADS system.) A second test used very high error rates of 1% mismatches, 1% insertions and 1% deletions.
Algorithm benchmarking
The following test procedure was carried out for each algorithm considered. The output from each test was a set of pairs of putative homologs, ordered by alignment score. As described below, each set was divided into true and false pairs and the results from different algorithms were compared.
• Compare every sequence of the protein dataset to every sequence of the DNA dataset and record the alignment score for each pair.
• Remove self pairs (i.e. the original 757 gene/protein pairs).
• Sort the pairs in descending order by alignment score.
• Mark each pair as a true positive or a false positive, based on the family indicated in the SCOP annotation, as described earlier.
• Use the quality measurements described in the next subsection to rate each algorithm's sensitivity.
An intuitive way to compare algorithms is to plot the number of false pairs as a function of the position in the sorted list of scores, as shown in Figure 2 . The graph passes through the point (x, y) if exactly y false pairs are found among the x highest-scoring pairs in the sorted list. The graph for an ideal algorithm, which always gives true pairs better scores than false pairs, would run along the x-axis (i.e. take value zero) from the origin through an x-value equal to the number of true pairs. After this it will be linear with a slope of unity. Similarly, the worst algorithm, which always gives true pairs worse scores than false pairs, will rise linearly with a slope of unity starting at the origin.
The graphs for all algorithms will be bounded by these two lines. Some examples appear in Figure 2 . Using this approach allows inter-algorithm comparison without the need to select a threshold for accepting pairs. This approach also allows comparison of two scoring threshold schemes, such as E-values and alignment scores, with a single algorithm.
Quantifying quality
The graphs described in the previous section are informative, but quantitative measures are easier to use for some purposes. The following three measures were used.
(1) ROC 50 (receiver operating characteristic, 50) (Gribskov and Robinson, 1996) : identify a scoring threshold with exactly 50 false pairs above it, plot the number of true pairs vs. false pairs to that position in the list, calculate the area below the graph, and normalize it to lie in the range [0, 1] by dividing the measured area by the maximum possible area. Higher ROC 50 values are preferred.
(2) EN (equivalence number) (Pearson, 1995) : for each position in the sorted list of pairs, determine the numbers of false positives and false negatives that would occur if that position corresponded to the threshold. Identify the unique position at which these values are equal. The number of false positives at this position is the equivalence number. Alternatively, this is the number of false positives among the top-scoring t p pairs, where t p is the total number of true pairs. Lower EN values are preferred.
(3) MER (minimal error ratio) (Duda and Hart, 1973) : determine the numbers of false positives and false negatives for different thresholds, as for the EN calculation. Choose as the threshold the position for which the sum of these two numbers is minimal; this sum is the MER. Lower MER values are preferred.
Results
The test included the programs BlastX (version 2.0), TFastY (version 3.0), LAP, Translated Search, FramePlus and FrameSearch (Compugen GenCore version 4.5, available from the EBI at http://www2.ebi.ac.uk/cgi-bin/ genweb/admin/login.cgi). All algorithms were tested using their default parameters, sorted by e-scores (p-scores for BlastX, raw scores for LAP). Their general behavior is illustrated in Figure 2 and the details of the critical region are highlighted in Figure 3 . The figures and Table 1 show that, although all algorithms are far from ideal, FramePlus is significantly more sensitive than the other algorithms according to all measures. For example, the last column illustrates that among the 902 highest-scoring pairs (the number of true pairs in the data), FramePlus finds 361 true positives and LAP finds only 320 (13% less). Other algorithms find even fewer.
FramePlus also outperforms the other algorithms in the case of very high error rates, though the performance difference is smaller. The results are summarized in Table 2 and in Figure 4 . The difference in the final column has dropped to 10%. TFastY and LAP seem to perform better at high error rates; this may indicate that their default parameters were optimized for low quality data.
The same test was run on data with no simulated errors. As this dataset does not contain frameshifts, frame tolerant algorithms should not add sensitivity. As is evident in Figure 5 , this is indeed the case.
This benchmarking framework can be used for other purposes as well. The authors have used it to evaluate various statistical scoring schemes and the effect of alternative comparison matrices and gap penalties. The framework can be used to optimize such parameters for specific circumstances. In the case of realistic error-rates, change of all user controlled parameters was attempted, one at a time, in all tested algorithms. No significant improvements were recorded (data not shown). Note that the default parameters for FramePlus were chosen before the implementation of the benchmark, and were not influenced by it.
Implementation
FramePlus has been implemented in several ways. All are straightforward uses of known dynamic programming methods.
Dynamite (Birney and Durbin, 1997) and OneModel (Nachman et al., 1998) (http://www.compugen.co.il/ news/poster0398.html) allow simple specification of dynamic programming models. They automatically generate code to run the model on special-purpose hardware accelerators. The resulting source code is efficient and contains scoring and alignment routines and linear memory alignment. Running FramePlus with a 300 bp query sequence against SwissProt on a Compugen BioXL/P-2 (entry level machine) takes 8.5 s.
FramePlus was also implemented as a stand-alone C program. The source code is freely available at ftp. compugen.co.il/pub/research. This implemetation, when run on a 500 MHz Digital Personal Workstation, achieved a speed of approximately 1 million matrix cells per second. More precisely, comparing the first protein in the benchmark dataset (153 residues) with the entire DNA dataset (757 sequences, 426 968 base pairs) takes 66.4 s using FramePlus, compared with 76.2 s for LAP and 0.81 s for TfastY.
Discussion
This paper has presented FramePlus, a new algorithm for aligning DNA and protein sequences. It extends FrameSearch by differentiating between changes resulting from evolution and those resulting from sequencing errors. Testing with various levels of errors in the data show that FramePlus is consistently more sensitive than other frame algorithms.
FramePlus is easy to implement and has been accelerated on special-purpose hardware, so CPU power is not a bottleneck in using it. A typical database search of an EST vs. SwissProt using an accelerated version of FramePlus takes less than 10 s, which is competitive with heuristic frame algorithms such as BlastX and TFastY.
These considerations make FramePlus an important tool for anybody working with sequence alignment and sequence database searching.
The general framework used here for evaluating frame algorithms can also be used to compare other kinds of sequence alignment algorithms. It can also be used to investigate the effect of various parameters within a single algorithm.
